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plague, they had to replant all their wine-hills with
American stocks.
§
That happened in 1873. From that day the islands really
have enjoyed an immunity from invasions except for those
of the tourists. These, in continuously advancing and reced-
ing tides, make Funchal rather a noisy place. But the other
islands are little visited and even Funchal still boasts its
narrow streets, its markets, its gay bullock sleds and, above
all, its little, charming cathedral with the very beautiful
decorations of its tulip-wood ceilings and choir-stalls—a
very happy and slumbrous place of worship for sleepy islands
in a near tropic sea. So that, if Madeira is really the outpost
of the New World, it retains very much the aspect of the
postern gate of a very old one.
We had better now jump the ocean and that 140 years,
landing, say, in Jamestown, Va.
§
By the time we reach there the Spaniards will have extir-
pated the beautiful and majestic civilizations in the Southern
half-continent; but in the North the American Indian still
roamed the happy wilderness and held at bay the extrava-
gantly clumsily armoured soldiery of the Jacobean English.
The Redskin had the mistaken taste to inhabit—or spread
over—territory for the most part not meant for the habitation
of peaceful seekers for a golden age. But they had the good
sense at least not to over-populate it.
All these peoples, both of the Northern and Southern
half-continents, appear to have been simple in their tastes,
frugal in habit, practitioners of the arts, skilled craftsmen,
and—above all, and that is perhaps most significant, they
were without wheels. They had degenerated from their
ancestors of the Age itself. . . but not much and had they
been allowed to exist the world to-day would have been,
if not much better, then at least vastly less catastrophic
than it is. The reports of them that have come down to us
are nearly all attractive. . . . Even when they aren't it has

